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MagicSoft Cg, in the future, is going to be
released in the market. This new version

is the only software that allows you to
record, write and play video content from

the server as well as from your
computers. It is very easy to use and to

manage. MagicSoft ProJitterCore
6.0.0beta2Windows 7, 8, 10our server

comparable( 64 bit only )ver.
2.1.1MagicSoft Techdemo Windows 7, 8,
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10ol server comparable( 64 bit only )ver.
2.2.0MagicSoft ProJitterCore (upgrade

only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server
comparable( 64 bit)ver. 6.0.1MagicSoft

ProJitterCore (upgrade only)Windows 7, 8,
10or server comparable( 64 bit)ver.

6.0.1MagicSoft ProJitterCore (upgrade
only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server

comparable( 64 bit)ver. 6.0.2Decklink
IntensityWindows 7, 8, 10or server

corresponding ( 64 bit )ver. 6.0.7Decklink
IntensityWindows 7, 8, 10or server

comparable ( 64 bit )ver. 6.0.0Decklink
IntensityWindows 7, 8, 10ol server

comparative (64 little bit)ver. MagicSoft
Animus Pro 9.0.0.0Beta2Windows 7, 8,
10our server comparable( 64 bit only

)ver. 1.2.0.1MagicSoft Animus
Pro(upgrade only)Windows 7, 8, 10or

server comparable ( 64 bit )ver.
1.2.0.2MagicSoft Animus Pro(upgrade
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only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server
comparable ( 64 bit )ver.

1.2.0.2MagicSoft Animus Pro(upgrade
only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server

comparable ( 64 bit )ver. 1.2.0.3Decklink
IntensityWindows 7, 8, 10or server
comparable ( 64 bit )ver. MagicSoft

PlaybackCore.2.0.0beta4Windows 7, 8,
10our server comparative( 64 bit only

)ver. 2.1.1MagicSoft PlaybackCore
(upgrade only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server
comparable ( 64 bit )ver. 2.1.1MagicSoft
PlaybackCore (upgrade only)Windows 7,
8, 10or server comparable ( 64 bit )ver.

Magicsoft Cg 6 Crack

MagicSoft
CurveCore6.3.3.0beta4Windows 7, 8,
10our server equal( 64 bit only )ver.
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2.1.0MagicSoft CurveCore (upgrade
only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server equal( 64
little bit)ver. 2.1.0MagicSoft CurveCore

(upgrade only)Windows 7, 8, 10or server
equal( 64 little bit)ver. MagicSoft

RecorderMagicSoft RecorderWindows 7,
8, 10our server equivalent(64 little bit

only)ver. 2.2.11Video tutorials for
RecorderInstalling nd

requirementsWorking with the recording
channelCreating and managing the

presetsIn level environment and
operating a channelThe advanced

settings of the MagicSft RecorderThe
schedulerStorage managmentSystem
details and audio controlsLinking and

sending instructions to
videohubsMagicSoft Recorder

recommended driversDecklinkWindows 7,
8, 10or server equal( 64 little bit only)ver.
11.1Decklink IntensityWindows 7 / 8 (64
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bit)ver. 10.8.5Decklink
IntensityWindows7 / 8 (64 bit)ver.
10.4AjaWindows7 / 8 (64 bit)ver.

IMPORTANT PLEASE Read through
CAREFULLY: This End User Permit
Agreement ('EULA') will be a legal
agreement between you (either an
person or a individual organization)

(Licensee) and Magic Soft SRL ('Magic
Soft') for software, possessed by Magic

Soft and its associated businesses and its
3rd party providers and licensors, tht
accompanis this EULA, which includes

machine-readable guidelines utilized by a
processor chip to perform specific
functions additional than machine-

readable guidelines utilized for the sole
purpose of booting hardware during a
startup series ('Software program').

MagicSoft Playout 7 (package with demo
and dongle variations)MagicSoft
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PlayoutWindows 7, 8, 10our server equal(
64 bit only )ver. 7.3.4CapCopy software (

for limiting the copy velocity
)CapCopyWindows 7, 8, 10ol server

comparative( 64 bit just )ver.
7.0.8MagicSoft Playout 7 suggested

driversDecklinkWindows 7, 8, 10ol server
equivalent( 64 little bit only )ver.

11.1Video tutorials for PlayoutInstalling
nd requirementsStarting the pIayout

softwareSetting live life insight and route
outputInserting media into

PlayoutWorking with media in playlistEdit
playlist entryTrimming cut from the

libraryMaking a folder templateWorking
with logoWorking with playlist editor.
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